
Takom Exploration Ltd. 
Discovery in Excellence 

January 10, 2023 – Prince George, BC – Takom Exploration Ltd. is pleased to announce an updated website to better 
reflect our services and the introduction of two new copper projects located in Central British Columbia: Bass and 
Carp. 

 

 Our services include Mineral Exploration Targeting, GIS, Data Compilation, Project Planning, Exploration 
Chemistry and Data Analysis. We’ve also added small-scale drone image capturing suitable for zone-wide  aerial 
mapping and reconnaissance program planning. 

 

      Takom is very pleased with 2022 reconnaissance programs conducted on the Bass, Carp and Proof Projects 
located within 100 km of Prince George, BC. Preliminary interpretations of geochemical, biogeochemical and 
geological mapping show promising indications of buried mineralization.  

 

 The Bass Project is a copper-porphyry target identified ad FSJ8 in a recent Geoscience BC paper. The area of 
interest overlies a doughnut-shaped magnetic anomaly approximately 7 km in diameter. Preliminary 
biogeochemical interpretations show copper, gold and platinum anomalies consistent with a Mount Milligan-style 
Copper-Gold Porphyry. 

 

 The Carp Project is a possible copper-critical element target that sits on an 8 km magnetic low between 2 
regionally mapped faults with regional stream sediment values between 70 and 80 ppm copper. Preliminary 
interpretations show biogeochemical copper and gold anomalies consistent with previous soil surveys as well as 
high contrast anomalies for silver, lead, zinc, cobalt, molybdenum, lithium, niobium, tantalum and the light rare 
earth elements. 

 

 The Proof Project is a gold-caesium low sulfidation epithermal target. Preliminary interpretations of rock, silt 
and biogeochemical samples are pending. Drone imagery captured a possible ancient water table feature along a 
cliff face to the west  and extensive quartz veining was mapped north and vertically above the Goldtree Zone. 

 

About Takom Exploration Ltd. 

Takom Exploration Ltd. is a privately-owned, BC-based geological and GIS consulting firm serving junior exploration 
companies and prospectors within BC and the Yukon Territory. The company is also a project generator that utilizes 
the latest in exploration techniques and integrates them with tried-and-true, boots-on-the-ground traditional 
surveys to develop quality exploration assets. 

 

    The 905 hectare Proof Project is the inaugural project for Takom Exploration and is 100%-owned. The project area 
boasts easy access throughout the mineral tenures via a network of newly created resource roads (2018) as well as 
nearby railway (25 kilometers) and power lines (10 kilometres).  

 

     The claim was initially staked Spring of 2018 to cover the centre of a large, 30 kilometre in length, caesium 
anomaly in lodgepole pine outer bark. Takom Exploration further researched the anomaly and launched 
reconnaissance exploration programs in July and October of 2018 designed to evaluate the potential of the area. 
The programs revealed  a 935 metre, gold-in-twig anomaly with supporting halos of Ag, Cs, Sb, Tl,  and V. 

 

Disclaimer 

This disclaimer indemnifies Takom Exploration Ltd., hereafter referred to as the ‘Company’, from any legal action with respect to 
all information found in this report. Although the Company believes the expectations expressed and information provided are 
based on reasonable assumptions, such information is not a guarantee of future performance. The disclosed information has 
been compiled from sources believed to be reliable although this report may still contain technical or other inaccuracies, 
omissions, or typographical errors, for which the Company assumes no responsibility. Although the Company has taken 
reasonable and due care to ensure that all information contained is accurate and up-to-date, the Company does not guarantee 
the validity, accuracy, or completeness of any claims, statements or information herein. Accordingly, readers are cautioned to 
seek independent professional advice. 
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